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Resumen: Presentamos Carpanta, un sistema de resumen automatio de orreo
eletronio que aplia tenias de onoimiento intensivo para obtener resumenes o-
herentes. El uso de herramientas de PLN de amplia obertura garantiza la robusteza
y portabilidad del sistema, pero tambien se explota onoimiento dependiente de
lengua y dominio. Carpanta ha sido evaluado por omparaion on un orpus de
resumenes onfeionados por juees humanos, on resultados satisfatorios.
Palabras lave: Resumen Automatio, Correo-e
Abstrat: We present Carpanta, an e-mail summarization system that applies a
knowledge intensive approah to obtain highly oherent summaries. Robustness and
portability are guaranteed by the use of general-purpose NLP, but it also exploits
language- and domain-dependent knowledge. The system is evaluated against a
orpus of human-judged summaries, reahing satisfatory levels of performane.
Keywords: Automati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1 Introdution
We present Carpanta, the e-mail sum-
marization system within projet Petra,
funded by the Spanish Government (CI-
CyT TIC-2000-0335). The global goal of
the projet is to develop an advaned and
exible system for unied message manage-
ment, whih enhanes the mobility, usability
and ondentiality levels of urrent systems,
while keeping ompatibility with main nowa-
days omputer{phone integration platforms.
Petra is related to the European projet
Majordome - Unied Messaging System
(E!-2340), whose aim is to introdue a unied
messaging system that allows users to aess
e-mail, voie mail, and faxes from a ommon
\in-box".
The projet inludes three work lines:
1. Integration of phone, internet and fax
servies.
2. Development of advaned oral inter-
faes based on speeh reognintion and
understanding, speeh synthesis, and
speaker veriation.
3. Intelligent information management
through the use of Natural Language
Proesing (NLP) tehniques for text
lassiation and summarization, as well
as for information retrieval. This
task inludes the subgoals of advaned
Named Entity reognition and orrefer-
ene resolution, doument ltering, at-
egorization and retrieval, and text sum-
marization, being this last issue speially
relevant for oral interfaes to eletroni
mail systems.
The summarization module within Pe-
tra is Carpanta. It is urrently work-
ing for Spanish, but portability to other lan-
guages is guaranteed by its modular arhi-
teture, with a language-independent ore
and separated modules exploiting language-
dependent knowledge.
The rest of the paper is strutured as
follows: rst, NLP problems spei to e-
mail summarization are desribed. Setion
3 presents our approah to e-mail analysis
and summarization, then, the arhiteture of
the system is skethed. Setion 5 introdues
the evaluation by omparison with a human-
made golden standard, results an be seen in
Setion 6. We nish with some onlusions
and future work.
2 Problems of e-mail
summarization
Automati Summarization has beome in last
years an ative line of researh. Initially
redued to a textual, monolingual, single-
doument ondensation task, it has evolved
for overing a wide spetrum of tasks and
appliations, eah presenting ommon points
with the general task of summarization, but
also idiosynrati problems. For e-mail sum-
marization, the major problems are:
 noisy input (headers, tags,...)
 linguisti well-formedness is far from
guaranteed
 properties of oral and written language
 multi-topi messages
Many sholars have studied relevant as-
pets of the e-mail register. They have
mainly foused on the similarities and dier-
enes between oral language and texts (Yates
and Orlikowski, 1993; Ferrara, Brunner,
and Whittemore, 1990) as well as in brand
new intentionally-expressive devies, suh as
previous-message ohesion (Herring, 1999),
visual devies (Fais and K., 2001), simplied
registers (Murray, 2000) or internet-users vo-
abulary (Alonso, Folguera, and Tebe, 2000).
Nevertheless, they disregard a fator that is
important in the e-mail register: as the user
often writes not muh reetively, texts on-
tain many non-intentional language mistakes.
In a reent study, Climent et al. (2003)
argue that, for their universe of study, more
than 10% of the text in emails are made of
either non-intentional errors, intentional de-
viations of the written standards, or spei
terminology. For Spanish, 3.1% of the words
ontain either performane or ompetene er-
rors, another 3.3% are either language-shifts
or new forms of textual expressivity (suh as
ortographial innovations or, speially, sys-
temati non-aentuation), and another 4.2%
onsist of spei terminology -thus words
usually missing from many system's lexions.
In any ase, suh a bulk of asystemati
dierenes from standard texts implies a bar-
rier for high-quality, general-purpose NLP
tools. As a onsequene, very little work has
been done on quality e-mail summarization.
Tzoukermann, Muresan, and Klavans (2001)
aim to apture the gist of e-mail messages
by extrating salient noun phrases, using a
ombination of mahine learning and shallow
linguisti analysis.
3 Approah
As presented in the general environment of
Petra, the output of the summarization sys-
tem is a telephone message. Given the se-
vere restritions in summary length imposed
by the oral format, we hose to provide in-
diative summaries that give a hint of the
ontent, instead of longer, informative sum-
maries, whih tend to synthesize most of the
relevant information.
Moreover, the understandability of the
message has to be muh higher than it is
neessary for written summaries, beause the
summary annot be revised as easily in ase
the user annot understand properly. This
exludes a list-of-words approah, beause a
list of noun phrases is too inoherent to be
easily understood by phone.
Finally, we have taken a knowledge-
intensive approah to summarization, om-
bining analysis at dierent linguisti lev-
els, IR tehniques and information extra-
tion strategies spei for e-mail. As a onse-
quene, robustness is guaranteed by domain-
independent analysis, while the systematii-
ties that an be found in e-mail are exploited
in a spei, deeper level of analysis.
It must be said that, due to limitations in
NLP apabilities, summaries were not gener-
ated, but built by extration of fragments of
the original e-mail, whih supposes a short-
oming with respet to oherene. Neverthe-
less, in ontrast to usual extrative summa-
rization, the size of the extrated fragments
was not based on ortography, that is to say,
we did not extrat sentenes, but disourse-
motivated segments.
Disursive segments are self-ontained lin-
guisti strutures, bearing the neessary
propositional ontent to onstitute a fully
satised sentene, even if a ertain kind of
supplementation from a matrix struture is
needed, exploiting the same kind of meha-
nisms that apply for in the intrepretation of
fragments. Moreover, as disussed in Alonso
and Castellon (2001), the onstitution of a
segment must not ause ungrammatiality or
infeliity in the surrounding disourse. Dis-
ourse segments are identied by an auto-
mated disourse hunker (see next Setion).
Well-formedness of the extrated fragments
of text is guaranteed by extrating both the
seleted segments and their eventual matrix
strutures, in most ases, the ore part of a
sentene.
4 Arhiteture of the System
As an be seen in Figure 1, Carpanta is
highly modular, whih guarantees portability
to other languages.
E-mail spei knowledge has dierent
status within the system, so that language-
dependent modules an be updated and
swithed to address onrete neessities (dif-
ferent languages, restrited domains), while
language-independent strategies form part of
the ore proessing stream. In addition to
general-purpose NLP tools, the following e-
mail spei resoures were developed:
 a lassiation where eah kind of e-
mail is assoiated to its most adequate
summary and summarization strategy
(language-independent)
 bags of words and expressions that signal
dierent kinds of e-mail spei ontents
(language-dependent):
{ greetings, farewells,
{ reply, forward, attahment
{ bags of words signalling dierent
kinds of relevane: personal involve-
ment of the writer in the message,
information exhange; also lak of
relevane.
 strategies to deal with anhors and asso-
iated ontent (language-independent)
To parse e-mail format, messages undergo
a pre-proessing that identies piees like
headers, greetings, visit ards and, of ourse,
the body of text. E-mails that are an an-
swer to previous ones undergo a speial pre-
proessing to determine whether the text of
the previous message should be taken into a-
ount as onstituting the summary.
4.1 Analysis
The analysis of the e-mail ombines domain-
independent and domain-dependent knowl-
edge. A basi analysis gathers information
about the doumental, textual and linguisti
struture of the message, whereupon e-mail
spei analysis mahinery is applied.
In the rst plae, basi doument units,
lines and paragraphs, are found. These units
an be used when the linguisti struture of
the text is not informative enough or when
there is no other segmentation method avail-
able, for example, when there is no hunker
for the language. This step is speially error-
prone, beause the meaning of the symbol for
a newline is highly ambiguous, as it is totally
subjet to personal style.
As the basis of the textual analysis, a
morphosyntati proess is applied. In this
step, puntuation marks and lexial tokens
are reognized and POS tags are assigned to
words (Carmona et al., 1998). Also, a par-
tial syntatial analysis is arried out (At-
serias, Castellon, and Civit, 1998), whih
reognizes noun, prepositional and adjetival
phrases and omplex verbal forms. Then, dis-
ourse hunks, signalled by puntuation and
disourse markers, are found by a disourse
segmentation grammar. This disourse seg-
mentation grammar also establishes the rela-
tive relevane and shallow oherene relations
between disourse segments by resorting to a
disourse marker lexion (Alonso, Castellon,
and Padro, 2002). Finally, the saliene of
non-empty words is alulated aording to
the frequeny of ourrene of their lemma.
It has to be noted that the lak of well-
formedness of e-mails inreases the error rate
of these general-purpose analysis tools far be-
yond their usual performane level.
The doumental analysis onerns the
identiation of e-mail spei lues and
their aompanying information, by simple
IE tehniques like pattern-mathing.
The output of this module is the set
of meaning units at dierent linguisti lev-
els: words, hunks, segments and sentenes.
These o-exist with meaning units at dou-
ment level, lines and paragraphs. Eah unit
is assigned a relevane sore aording to the
amount and kind of relevane enountered in
it. Values for textual relevane are ontinu-
ous from 0 to 1, values for doumental, e-mail
spei knowledge are binary, reording the
presene of any lue in a segment. Moreover,
eah kind of textual relevane is assigned a
sore for global reliability of that kind of tex-
tual information, based on the strength of the
evidene found.
Three dierent kinds of textual relevane
have been distinguished: lexi, strutural and
subjetive. Lexi relevane of a segment is
diretly proportional to the amount of fre-
quent words in the segment and inversely
proportional to the length of the segment.
Strutural relevane is assigned as a result of
the interpretation of disursive relations be-
tween segments and between a segment and
analysismorphosyntactic
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Figure 1: Arhiteture of Carpanta.
the whole text, by means of the information
assoiated to a set of disourse markers. Fi-
nally, subjetive relevane is found when the
segment ontains any of a list of lexial ex-
pressions signalling subjetivity.
4.2 Classiation and
Summarization
The lassiation module determines the
most adequate summarization strategy by
taking into aount the haraterizing fea-
tures of eah e-mail, provided by the analysis
module. The relation with e-mail features
and summarization strategies an be seen in
Table 1. Then, the hosen summary is pro-
dued by the summarization module.
5 Evaluation
To tune and evaluate the performane of the
system, the automati summaries produed
were ompared with summaries produed by
potential users of the system. 200 e-mails
were summarized by 20 judges, so that eah
e-mail was summarized by at least 2 judges.
The average e-mail length was 340.7 words,
14.6 sentenes and 9.8 paragraphs
1
. Of the
200 e-mails, 36% ontained more than one
pre-dened doumental struture, like lists,
questions, et.; 41% presented none.
Judges were instruted to mark those
words in the e-mail text whih they would
nd useful as a summary, provided by phone,
to get a general idea of the ontent of the
message. No guidelines were provided as to
the length or type of the textual fragments
to be marked. Sine the intended goal of e-
mail summarization is ill-dened, judges pro-
dued both a representation of the goal and
the golden standard to evaluate it. So, 20%
of the judged e-mail was left for evaluation
(test orpus), the rest was used for hara-
terizing the features of the intended sum-
maries and tuning the system (development
orpus). This supposes a signiant enhane-
ment upon previous evaluation of automati
e-mail summaries, like Tzoukermann, Mure-
san, and Klavans (2001), who used 8 e-mails,
in ontrast to our 40 e-mail test orpus.
Instead of the usual reall and preision
measures for omparing an automati sum-
mary with a golden standard, the kappa mea-
sure (Landis and Koh, 1977) was used to
alulate pairwise agreement between judges.
Kappa is a better measurement of agree-
ment than raw perentage agreement beause
it fators out the level of agreement whih
would be reahed by random. When there is
no agreement other than what would be ex-
peted by hane, k = 0, when agreement is
perfet, k = 1. Additionally, ontent-based
measures, like unigram and bigram overlap,
were used to aount for equivalenes in in-
formativeness between human and automati
summaries.
1
The number of sentenes and paragraphs is ap-
proximate, due to the high asistematiity of the usual
ues for segmentation at these levels (full stops, ar-
riage returns) in e-mail texts.
The obtained kappa values for agreement
between judges ranged from 0.36 to 1, with
a mean of 0.75 and a standard deviation of
0.17. Following (Carletta, 1996), we an on-
sider that kappa values above 0.7 indiate
good stability and reproduibility of the re-
sults, so it an be said that it is possible to
disriminate a good e-mail summary from a
bad one, and that it is even possible to deter-
mine the best summary for a given e-mail.
The goodness of automati summaries was
alulated as the agreement with the orre-
sponding human summaries, at word level.
As a global measure of the system's perfor-
mane, we alulated the eet of onsidering
the system as a human judge more, with re-
spet to average kappa agreement. Taking
the 20% of the orpus left apart for summa-
rization, we obtained that the average kappa
agreement between human judges was 0.74,
and it dereased to 0.54 when the system was
introdued as a judge more. This indiates
that the system does not as well as human
judges, but still, a kappa value bigger than
0.4 indiates moderate agreement.
Conerning informativeness, unigram
overlap between summaries from dierent
judges reahed an average of 0.44, and bi-
gram overlap amounted to 0.36 (see Table 2).
In no kinds of summary unigram or bigram
overlap between the automati summary and
human summaries reahed 0.4, and in some
ases it didn't even reah 0.2. However, it
must be said that there is a high orrelation
between summary length and overlap.
6 Results and Disussion
Figure 2 shows the results of omparing auto-
mati summaries against human-made sum-
maries of the 40 e-mails reserved for eval-
uation. For eah e-mail, automati sum-
maries were obtained using all of the sum-
marization strategies appliable, for exam-
ple: lexi, strutural, appointment, attah-
ment, et. Then, kappa agreement and uni-
gram and bigram overlap were alulated be-
tween automati summaries and every hu-
man summary available for that e-mail.
Results show average statistis of the om-
parisons between human and automati e-
mails grouped by the kind of strategy ap-
plied, whih permits a separate evaluation of
dierent kinds of summaries and also an eval-
uation of the best summary hoie.
Due to the small size of this evaluation
summarization summary textual doumental
approah features features
full mail whole e-mail text short (<30 words)
pyramidal rst paragraph in e-mail with none is relevant none is relevant
no irrelevant segments
subjet subjet strong lexial relevane subjet is relevant
appointment segment with time none is relevant lexial evidene
of event of appointment of appointment
attahment segment with desription none is relevant lexial evidene
of statement of attahment of attahment
forward segment with desription none is relevant lexial evidene
of statement of forward of forward
question segment with question none is relevant question mark
list segment preeeding the list, none is relevant list
rst segment of items
lexi segment ontaining most strong lexial relevane none is relevant
relevant lexi
strutural segment most salient strong disourse strutural none is relevant
struturally relevane
subjetive segment most salient strong subjetive relevane none is relevant
subjetivity
textual most relevant segment none is salient none is salient
summing all textual
relevane evidene
textual most relevant segment none is salient none is salient
+ summing textual and
doumental doumental relevane
Table 1: Pre-established kinds of summaries, haraterizing features of eah kind and assoiated
summarization strategies.
orpus, some of the summarization strate-
gies did not apply, and are not represented
in the evaluation, like list, attahment, for-
ward or subjet. However, they were found
in the training orpus, and performane for
these strategies is very muh omparable to
that of other e-mail spei strategies, like
appointment or question.
It is shown that a knowledge intensive ap-
proah yields better summaries than simpler
methods, like taking the rst paragraph of
the e-mail. It an be seen that pyramidal
strategy yields a very bad balane between
summary length and agreement with judges,
almost equalling full mail approah. There-
fore, and opposed to usual kinds of summa-
rization, loation in the e-mail annot on-
sidered as feature for relevane.
In general, summaries exploiting e-mail
spei knowledge show higher kappa agree-
ment than linguisti-based ones, but the lat-
ter present a muh higher overage. Indeed,
linguisti-based strategies apply for the whole
olletion of e-mail, while not every message
ontains e-mail spei lues that have been
systematized. The strategies textual and tex-
tual + doumental suppose a ompromise be-
tween preision and overage. As an be ex-
peted, they present a very good relation be-
tween summary length and agreement with
human summaries.
It must be said that very simple teh-
niques, like taking the segments with the
most frequent words in text or those asking
a question also yield very good results. This
indiates that a better aount of how eah
kind of evidene ontributes to obtain a good
summary will improve the strategies ombin-
ing dierent kinds of information, as is the
ase for textual and textual + doumental.
Finally, results onerning the hosen
summary show that there is still room for
improvement within the summarization mod-
ule. The nal summary, hosen from all sum-
maries produed for a ertain e-mail, presents
good agreement with the summaries made by
humans, but the average length is quite high.
7 Conlusions and Future Work
We have presented Carpanta, an e-
mail summarization system that applies
a knowledge-intensive approah to obtain
Figure 2: Main features of the performane of dierent summarization strategies: ompression
rate, kappa agreement, unigram overlap, bigram overlap and overage. Not every summarization
strategy is represented.
highly oherent summaries, targeted to guar-
antee understandability in delivery by phone.
The performane of the system has been
evaluated with a orpus of human-made e-
mail summaries, reahing a level of agree-
ment with users lose to agreement between
human judges. However, results indiate that
the lassiation module has to be improved,
whih will be done by manually inrementing
the rules and by applying mahine learning
tehniques.
Given the highly modular arhiteture of
Carpanta, adaptation to other languages
has a very low ost of develpment, provided
the required NLP tools are available. Indeed,
enhanements for Catalan and English are
under development.
Future work in our system should inlude
modules that enable for automati normal-
ization and orretion of input texts. (Cli-
ment et al., 2003) suggest that there's speial
need for modules of: (a) puntuation reov-
ery, (b) aent reovery, () spelling-mistake
orretion, and (d) terminologial tuning a-
ording to users' proles.
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